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Right of self-defense is one of the citizen’s important rights authorized by 
state, and play an importance in punishing and preventing crime. As one kind of 
private-relief measure with function of making up limitation of state’s punishment 
power has been attached importance by all countries. China 1997 Criminal Law 
modified the subjective elements and the bound of necessity of self-defense on the 
basis of 1979 Criminal Law. But the issues such as character and limitation of 
self-defense right, construction elements of self-defense, the culpability forms of 
unjustifiable are still disputed ones. Author try to set forth his views from the focus 
in contemporary theory research and judicial practice. 
This article includes four charters exception foreword. 
In the foreword, the author introduced the history of right of self-defense, and 
the practical significance of this study. 
In the first chapter, the author introduced the substance of self-defense and the 
deferent views about it in the theory research, and considered the self-defense as a 
right of citizens owned by law with opposed but united values as justice, order, 
utility, but not a kind of behavior exempted from punishment. 
The second chapter is this article core. In this part, the author discussed the 
establishing elements carefully and put forward his view protest to the general one 
on the judgment criterion of illegal violation, and the issues of whether the illegal 
violation of nonfeasance and misfeasance can be self-defense or not and the 
boundary of self-defense.   
In the third chapter, author discussed the judicial confirmation of self-defense 
absence of necessary establishing elements incorporation some representative 
cases. The issues including the forms and treating principles of the self-defense 
absence of necessary establish elements, such as imagination defense, ill-time 
defense, instigation of defense, bustup, accidental defense, ill-object defense, 














In the fourth chapter, author studied some issues of special defense, mainly 
about the limitation and the prove burden of special defense, and considered 
special defense is not accordance with unlimited defense, and the principle of 
“prove burden arisen by one’s acclaim” should not be followed. At last, author set 
forth some legislation advice aim at the defects of special defense system. 
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前  言 1
 







































正当防卫的理论与实践  2 
关于正当防卫规定的典范。①宋、元、明、清历代刑法中关于正当防卫的规定，
基本上是以唐律为蓝本，没有太大的变化。新中国成立以后，由于长期的政































第一章   正当防卫的本质  3
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